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FUTURE PROOF YOUR FAMILY FORTUNE

Sustainability education for the HNWI(*) NextGen 

The  HNWI NextGen – born after 2010 -  will eventually inherit an
unprecedented amount of fortune from the retiring generation. Their
millennial parents  may not continue their parents’ wealth
management principles, moving from prioritizing financial returns to
an integrated mindset, that is seeking social and environmental returns
in addition to market returns and focusing on investments which
provide solutions to sustainability challenges. With the mindshift in
their millennial parents, another evolution is taking shape: the NextGen
becomes vocal,  wants to be heard, wants to be involved and is now
taking charge of the climate fight. 
The HNWI NextGen will also bring a much deeper change in
preferences how the family wealth will be managed. They grow up
fully connected, the application of technology is a natural approach,
quality of life and non-financial interests are primordial in their
lifechoices.
The world’s richest families are increasingly investing their money in
good causes, giving a boost to the growing impact investing space.
More than a quarter of HNWI are now putting money into social and
environmental areas. And, as younger generations will take the reins,
that percentage is likely to rise significantly in the years ahead.

This is the time to step up the Nextgen
education on sustainability and
sustainable  investment choices. No such
thing as too early: teens have the capacity
and the willingness  to become real
sustainability advisors in their families.
 

NEXTGEN SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION
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(*) HNWI : High Net Worth Individuals 



. . .NextGen kids are well

capable to absorb and

practice early, as of

their 4th school year ,

simple principles of

smart economics,

sustainable

consumption and care

for social good.. .

 

Family Office advisor

 

 - Two programs: junior (8-12 years old),

cadet (12-15 years old)

 - 2 hours/week in class, designed as an

introduction of concepts through interactive

discussions, quizz, games  

 - 40 hours of assignments, individual and/or

in teams

 

Total:  180 hours of awareness,  early

engagement and interesting projects.

The current  intergenerational communication gap makes that
NextGen  children grow unaware of the complexities of taking
charge of the family  wealth and that means they will do not
 the abilities and practical tools  necessary in their future
wealth management role. Typically, young adults go through the
economics curriculum in the college years, however the
approach is often too theoretical, lacks  sense of purpose and
empathy and is diluted through an entire spectrum of other
disciplines, more or less appealing.
 
‘Future proof your family fortune’ is a programme to design and
engage for NextGen early sustainability education, to provide
the analytical abilities, design thinking skills and practical tools
to redesign the wealth management practices,  create positive
transformation of financial models,  institutions and society.
In a  ‘learn through play’ model, children build early awareness
of entrepreneurship, get an introduction to challenges and
opportunities  that come with wealth responsibility,  so that
they grow into smart family advisors and later on capable
family wealth managers.
 

WEALTH CREATION THROUGH
SUSTAINABILITY

 STRUCTURE
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Angela Fratila –  Program Lead, The Social Partner,

Sustainable Finance

Brindusa Burrows – Program Co-Lead, The Ground_Up

Project, impact investment platform

Clara Ariza – Senior Consultant, UNEP, Climate Change

Solutions

 

Guest speakers and advisors will address topics such as
sustainability communication, sustainable water
consumption, CO2 and water personal footprint.

The programs will provide an introduction to the world of
sustainability in an informal and stimulating environment. In a
sequence of interactive sessions –  guided group discussions, games
and mini-projects  we aim to open their eyes to the challenges,
opportunities and responsibilities ahead. 
Through various applications and techniques,  the children will
develop their understanding of  sustainability with mini-projects
 using  illustration, photography, storytelling to develop points of
view,  ideas and solutions. Guest speakers will bring variety and
learnings in specific themes.
The methods demonstrated during the programme are based on
modern educational concepts such as digital learning, blended
learning, active learning and serious games.

Modules  with intended learning outcomes
Simple sustainability-for-children games, technology-
enabled
Preparatory material (online reference materials, team
ideas board, etc.)
Workshop activities (board games, role plays, etc.). .
Individual or team mini-projects, step-by-step, through
games, quizzes, role-playing
Real-life projects examples and investment tools. Master
challenge with sustainable investment simulation (cadet
program)

APPROACH

CONTENT

TEAM

MASTER CHALLENGE –
SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT
SIMULATION 
  
The NextGen Cadets program
 includes an exciting experience
in sustainable investment
matters. During an assignment
period of 60 hours, they will
apply investment decision
making processes in real-life
sustainability projects using a
specialized green investment
platform. This  simulation
exercise is designed as a serious
game, with real investment
project examples and tools
available for the cadet teams.
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